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MUSIQ CAMP:  
HALF DAY PROGRAM 

 

Schedule  
9 am to 12 pm, Monday to Friday. See attached schedule for details. 

 
Set-up 

 
• 2 Full labs set up is the ideal – with speakers for ensemble 

activities using MusIQ Concertmaster, and headphones for Piano 
Suite and CMJ software and solos.

• A second separate area for floor activities and written work.  
 
Note: Both areas can be in one large room so that all children can be 
supervised easily. 
 

Resources Needed 
 

• Fun campfire-type songs and games, ice breaker/name learning 
games. (Check out ultimatecampresource.com for hundreds of ideas. 
There are also some samples included in this package.) 

• MusIQ Club Teacher Resource Package for floor activities and games. 
(All games and resources are available as free pdfs to print from 
www.musiqclub.com/shared/teacher) 

• MIDI accompaniments for and copies of an Ensemble Piece for each 
group – Children’s Music Journey (CMJ) and Piano Suite Premier 
(PSP) classes.  

• Portfolio-type folders for campers to decorate and use to keep track 
of their worksheets and music handouts. 

• A collection of fun theory worksheets, reflecting your camps’ 
specific levels represented in registrants. Include several types of 
blank composition sheets (Grand Staff, 4/4 Rhythms, Pentatonic,  
12-bar Blues, AABA, etc.) 



• A Choral Reading Poem. See Choral Reading attachment for 
suggested texts and tips on teaching. 

• A collection of markers, pencil crayons, stickers for decorating 
campers’ portfolios and pencils for completing worksheets. 

• A collection of level-appropriate pieces for students to choose from 
for solos and even duets if possible. Rep can also be chosen from 
CMJ and PSP software. 

• Peanut-free candies, such as Swedish Berries or Fuzzy Peaches for 
“Candy Question” time, where instructor asks review questions and 
correct answers earn a candy. 

• Boomwhackers, or a collection of percussion instruments for at least 
1/2 of your campers. 

• Some listening examples such as Ode to Joy (Beethoven), Twinkle 
Variations (Mozart), other pieces in AABA Form or Theme and 
Variation Form. 

• An assortment of outdoor activities such as sidewalk chalk, bubbles, 
balls, skipping ropes, etc. Campers can also bring these from home. 

 
 

Campers Bring 
• Snacks 
• Hat 
• Sunscreen 
• Any specific piece of music from home that they want to learn as a 

solo. 
 
 
 
 
This same outline can be used year after year, since as the students 
progress they will be taking part in different activities. Simply swap out
the ensemble pieces, choral reading titles, and crafts each year to keep
returning campers interested. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Activities 
 
Floor Activities 
These will depend on the level of your campers, but some suggestions 
would include the Keyboard Race Game or Rhythm Builders for 
Beginner Level 1B and up, Grand Staff Note Faceoff or Interval Go Fish 
for Level 1s, etc, all described in detail in the MusIQ Club Manuals. All 
resources available to print at musiqclub.com/shared/teacher. Feel free to 
include other games or resources you may have from your own collection. 
 
 
Concertmaster 
Use this innovative tool to review level-appropriate basics like: 

• Applied Theory/Technique: Scales, Triads, Legato/Staccato touch. 
• Ear: playbacks, intervals, scale types. 
• Improvisation: over an audio or MIDI file, give each student 4 

measures to improvise a melody, either on white keys only with C as 
a home base, or on a Pentatonic scale, a Minor scale, or a Blues scale. 

And to practice and perform Ensemble pieces. 
 
 
Own Compositions 
Have several worksheets on hand for own compositions (included in this 
package) – campers really get into these. Examples would be simple 
rhythm compositions or 4 to 8 bar melodies for Beginner Levels and Level 
1; Pentatonic Compositions or AABA Compositions for Level 2 and 3; Blues 
Compositions for Level 4; etc.  
 
 
Crafts/Colouring 
Depending on the age of the campers, some or all of them may really 
enjoy doing a craft or two during the week. This could be as simple as 
having a few colouring sheets of famous composers available, or 
preparing a craft such as a simple instrument or a poster of a composer or 
a style of music. 
 
 



Boomwhackers or Percussion Instruments 
Introduce the instruments to the group, and some of the various sounds 
that they make. Give each camper an instrument and divide the group 
into teams, with 2-4 campers in each team. Encourage them to make up 
their own team name and make a composition, complete with title. To 
help them get started, suggest that they have an intro, a middle section, 
and a cool ending. Encourage them to be creative! Circulate to help, 
referee disputes. Come back together after 10 minutes or so to perform 
the compositions for each other.  
On Thursday, use the same format, but first go over form as a tool that 
composers can use to help them decide how to write their pieces. (Ode to 
Joy is a classic example that they are probably all familiar with.) As a group, 
come up with an idea for an A Section and a contrasting B Section, then 
perform the piece as an AABA piece. Split the group up again into teams 
to come up with their own. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MusIQ Camp Schedule
Monday

9:00 Meeting/Name games and songs

9:15 Decorate Folders and put names on them. 

9:30 Start choosing solos to learn this week. CMJ campers to keyboards to start 
solos/Games Room, Grade 3+ campers to floor for a review game. Switch after 15 

minutes.9:45
10:00 Introduce Choral Reading Poem

10:15
Snack/Drink/Bathroom Break/Outside Time10:30

10:45
11:00 Concertmaster: Playbacks, level appropriate ear exercises, ENSEMBLE 

PIECE11:15
11:30 Ensure everyone has a solo piece selected/started.

11:45 Wrap-Up, Candy Questions

12:00 Pick Up Time



MusIQ Camp Schedule
Tuesday

9:00 Camp Games and songs

9:15 Craft/Colouring

9:30 CMJ campers to keyboards to work on solos/Games Room, Grade 3+ campers to floor 
to compose group piece(s) using percussion instruments. Switch after 15 minutes.9:45

10:00 Choral Reading Poem

10:15
Snack/Drink/Bathroom Break/Outside Time10:30

10:45
11:00 Concertmaster: Playbacks, level appropriate ear exercises, ENSEMBLE 

PIECE11:15
11:30 Free time to work on activity sheets or compositions.

11:45 Wrap-Up, Candy Questions

12:00 Pick Up Time



MusIQ Camp Schedule
Wednesday

9:00 Camp Games and songs

9:15
CMJ campers to keyboards to work on solos, Grade 3+ campers to floor 

for level-appropriate activities/games. Switch after 20 minutes.
9:30

9:45
10:00 Choral Reading Poem

10:15

Snack/Drink/Bathroom Break/Walk to Park or optional 
fieldtrip

10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15

11:30
Concertmaster: Improvisation, ENSEMBLE PIECE

11:45
12:0012:00 Pick Up TimePick Up Time



MusIQ Camp Schedule
Thursday

9:00 Camp Games and songs

9:15 Listening: Form, AABA, Theme and Variations. 

9:30 CMJ campers to keyboards to work on solos or play in the Games Room, Grades 3+ 
campers to floor with Boomwhackers or percussion instruments to explore form, 

AB/AABA. Switch after 15 minutes.9:45
10:00 Choral Reading Poem

10:15
Snack/Drink/Bathroom Break/Outside Time10:30

10:45
11:00

Concertmaster: Improvisation, ENSEMBLE PIECE
11:15
11:30 Free time to work on compositions

11:45 Wrap-Up, Candy Questions

12:00 Pick Up Time



MusIQ Camp Schedule
Friday

9:00 Camp Games and songs

9:15
Dress Rehearsal9:30

9:45
10:00

Clean up, Concert Prep, Last Minute Practicing
10:15
10:30

Snack/Drink/Bathroom Break/Outside Time10:45
11:00

11:15

Concert11:30
11:45
12:00



MusIQ Summer Camp: Full Day Option 
 

Schedule 
 
12 pm to 4:30 pm, Monday to Friday. An optional addition to the half day 
program, this consists of a supervised lunch hour (parents provide all food) 
and fun indoor and outdoor activities. Less intensive than the piano-
specific curriculum of the morning program. See attached schedule for 
full details. 
 

 
Additional Resources Needed 

 
• Orchestral resources such as pictures and listening examples, and a 

game such as Go Fish to review the instruments of the orchestra. 
• Bristol board, scissors, glue, and markers to create posters or 

collages on a musical theme. 
• World Music resources such as pictures and listening examples, and 

a map or globe. 
• Sponges and buckets for “Water Day” games. 
• Optional videos on a musical theme for rainy days. (Check local 

libraries) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MusIQ Camp Afternon Schedule
Monday

12:00

Lunch/Bathroom Break/Movie12:15
12:30
12:45

1:00
Listening Activity: Introduction to the Orchestra. 4 Instrument families 

with sound clips and pictures. Candy Questions.1:15
1:30
1:45 Game involving orchestral instruments - Go Fish, etc.

2:00
Outside Time: Fun circle games or running games (see camp games 

resource or ultimatecampresource.com for ideas)
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00

Snack/Drink/Bathroom Break
3:15
3:30

Free Time: work on solos, compositions, play games, worksheets, etc. 
Full Day students can also pair up for duets, trios, etc.3:45

4:00
4:15 Wrap Up - favourite camp songs and games

4:30 Pick Up Time



MusIQ Camp Afternon Schedule
Tuesday

12:00

Lunch/Bathroom Break/Movie12:15
12:30
12:45

1:00 Listening Activity: Music From Around the World. Put together some 
musical samples, pictures, and if possible, instruments, from different 

countries around the world. Make it as interactive as possible, and be sure 
to have a map or globe to point out the spots you are discussing. Wrap up 

with Candy Questions.

1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00

Outside Time: Fun circle games or running games (see camp games 
resource or ultimatecampresource.com for ideas)

2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00

Snack/Drink/Bathroom Break
3:15
3:30

Free Time: work on solos, compositions, play games, worksheets, etc. 
Full Day students can also pair up for duets, trios, etc.3:45

4:00
4:15 Wrap Up - favourite camp songs and games

4:30 Pick Up Time



MusIQ Camp Afternon Schedule
Wednesday

12:00

Lunch/Bathroom Break/Movie
12:15
12:30
12:45

1:00 Art time: provide campers with bristol board, glue, scissors, markers, 
and magazines and catalogues to cut pictures from. Put on some 

music and let them work alone or in small groups to make a collage 
or poster, something to do with music.

1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00

Outside Time: Fun circle games or running games (see camp games 
resource or ultimatecampresource.com for ideas)

2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00

Snack/Drink/Bathroom Break
3:15
3:30

Free Time: work on solos, compositions, play games, worksheets, etc. 
Full Day students can also pair up for duets, trios, etc.3:45

4:00
4:15 Wrap Up - favourite camp songs and games

4:30 Pick Up Time



MusIQ Camp Afternon Schedule
Thursday

12:00

Lunch/Bathroom Break/Movie
12:15
12:30
12:45

1:00
Games: Bingo, Go Fish, Keyboard Races, etc, depending on levels.

1:15
1:30

Outside Time: Water day! Have campers bring an extra set of clothes 
or bathing suit and a towel. Play Drip, Drip Drop and other fun water 

games to keep cool. Be flexible to do this on a different day to 
accommodate the weather.

1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00

Snack/Drink/Bathroom Break
3:15
3:30

Free Time: work on solos, compositions, play games, worksheets, etc. 
Full Day students can also pair up for duets, trios, etc.3:45

4:00
4:15 Wrap Up - favourite camp songs and games

4:30 Pick Up Time



MusIQ Camp Afternon Schedule
Friday

12:15

Lunch/Bathroom Break/Movie
12:30
12:45

1:00
1:15 Game: campers pick a favourite from the week

1:30

Outside Time: Walk to a nearby park with playground equipment. 
Have sidewalk chalk and some balls available, and be ready to 

organize some games if campers want. 

1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00

Snack/Drink/Bathroom Break
3:15
3:30

After playing a few last games on the laptops, campers can help tear 
down the labs and clean up. 3:45

4:00
4:15 Wrap Up - favourite camp songs and games

4:30 Pick Up Time



Camp Camp Camp Camp Songs and GamesSongs and GamesSongs and GamesSongs and Games    
    

Ice BreakersIce BreakersIce BreakersIce Breakers    

Using Icebreakers Successfully: 

Using icebreakers successfully is similar to being able to tell a good story: you 
need to know your audience, delivery is everything, and good stories build up 

intensity as they go along. And props never hurt if you have them… 

1. Know your audience. Before deciding which activities to use, assess the 
group for the following: age, familiarity with one another, purpose of the 
group gathering, and potential considerations for physical abilities. 

2. Build in intensity. A general rule of thumb is a start with activities with 
limited movement, minimal physical contact, and most simple of rules, and 
progressively increase each of those factors. For example, start with a 
simple name game, then a common ground activity, and then a more 
active game that has some physical contact (ie, “high fives” or holding 
hands), and possibly an activity that has lots of motion. Generally, with 
youth you can move pretty quickly into highly active or silly games that get 
everyone laughing. For “too-cool” teens or “very serious” adults, you need 
to proceed very slowly. You can always tell how things are going by the 
level of conversation and laughter. 

3. Be very flexible. As with most games, you can change the rules to suit 
the group. For a group of young campers, you may want to roll a large 
beach ball instead of throwing an object during a name game, for teens, 
you may want to throw many objects simultaneously, etc. 

4. Participate enthusiastically. The whole point of name games and ice 
breakers is to help participants break down barriers, learn something 
about the others in the group, and most of all… have fun. Be sure to play 
an active role in the game, as it is important that the campers learn 
something about you as well. This goes equally as well for corporate or 
youth groups, too! 

5. Use fun props. Buy rubber chickens, silly rubber faces, fun stuffed 
animals, or other objects that create laughter or interest by themselves. 
Whenever possible, use these props in place of tennis balls, or whatever 
standard objects you might use. If you don’t have any, don’t worry, the 
activities are fun enough, fun props are just a bonus! 

6. Use activities that use the same prop (or maybe none at all). For 
example, you may not always have a tennis ball hand for a name toss. So, 
instead of a tossing an object, use high fives, or winks, etc. You might only 
have a tennis ball rattling around in your trunk, so learn five or so games 
that you can use with just a ball. 

 



10101010---- Fingers Fingers Fingers Fingers    

This activity is great for the first day or just when ever your group has free time. It 
works best with more people, and everyone should be honest when playing. 
 
Have everyone sit in a circle or close enough to be able to hear everyone. Tell 
them to hold up all 10 fingers.  
 
A counselor can start off by stating one fact about themselves. For ex: "I have 
never been to Florida." or "I have blue eyes." 
 
Then the participants who have been to Florida, or don't have blue eyes, will put 
one finger down.  
 
This will continue around the circle, having each person share one fact about 
themselves until someone is all out of fingers.  
 
*Its better to try and use less obvious, unique facts about yourself because there 
is a chance that more people will have to put a finger down if they cant relate to 
your fact. 
 
Who ever has the most fingers left at the end Wins! 
 
This is a great way to pass the time and learn about each other while having 
simple fun. 
 
 

Action SyllablesAction SyllablesAction SyllablesAction Syllables    

With the group standing in a circle, have the participants each choose an action 
for every syllable of their name. Example: Elvis has 2 syllables, so he does a hip 
shake with “El” and snaps his fingers for “vis”. Once Elvis has done his action 
while saying his name, the whole group repeats. After the 2nd person does 
his/her name, the whole group repeats, then does Elvis’s again. And so on ‘til 
everyone’s done it. 
 
 

    

    

    



Name TossName TossName TossName Toss    

Here are the common rules: 
 
1) Arrange the group in a circle. 
 
2) One person starts off by saying the name of someone else in the circle, and 
tossing the ball to them. 
 
3) That person then in turn says the name of a different person, and tosses the 
ball to  
someone else who has not yet received the ball. 
 
4) That continues until everyone in the circle has received the ball once. 
 
5) Generally, the objective is to pass the ball around the circle without dropping it. 
If the ball is dropped, the group restarts until completed without dropping. 
 
6) You can add a "thank-you, (name)" from the receiving person if you like... 
 
As always, feel free to change the rules, and make this activity work for you! 
 
 

LemonadeLemonadeLemonadeLemonade    

Description 
There are two sides (teams). It doesn't matter how many are on each side and it 
doesn't have to be even. It's sort of like Charades, but instead of acting out a 
word or phrase, you act out occupations.Each side gets in a "huddle" at their 
"home base" to decide what occupation they will act out and which ever side is 
ready first begins.  
That "team" yells loudly (while walking towards center line "Where are you from?"  
Answer (while the other team is also walking forward): [insert place here] Ex. 
"China!" 
The other team yells, "What's your trade?"  
Answer: "Lemonade!" 
Then the other team yells, "Show us some if you're not afraid!!"  
The team starts acting out its occupation (such as painters, auto mechanic, etc...) 
and when the other team guesses correctly, the "acting" team has to run back to 
its "home base" without any member being tagged by the other team. If they 
make it, they get to do the acting again. 
 
 



Group KnotGroup KnotGroup KnotGroup Knot    

Have the campers stand in a tight circle, with their hands in the center. Then 
have them grab other hands at random. The puzzle is for the whole group to 
work together to get themselves untangled. Sometimes you’ll find that the group 
has actually formed several smaller circles. 
 

People to PePeople to PePeople to PePeople to Peopleopleopleople    

Everyone stands in a circle with one person in the center. The person in the 
center yells, “people to people” and claps their hands together after each time 
they say people. They say “people,” clap, “people,” clap, twice and after the 
second time they will say 2 body parts. For example, they could say “head to 
foot.” Then everyone including that person must try to find a partner and have a 
head touching a foot, whoever doesn’t find a partner is then in the center. 
 
 
 
 
 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    



Camp Camp Camp Camp Games & Games & Games & Games & SongsSongsSongsSongs    

BanaBanaBanaBanana Cheerna Cheerna Cheerna Cheer    

Banana’s of the world: UNITE  
Peel banana 
Peel peel banana 
Peel banana 
Peel peel banana 
Peel banana 
Peel peel banana 
 
Slice banana… 
Eat banana… 
 
Go bananas! 
Go Go bananas! 
Go bananas! 
Go Go bananas! 
Go bananas! 
Go Go bananas! 
 
 

Austrian YodelerAustrian YodelerAustrian YodelerAustrian Yodeler    

Once an Austrian went yodeling 
On a mountain top high 
When along came a _________ 
Interrupting his cry 
Chorus: 
Oh lee lah 
Ohlee lah kee kee lah 
Oh lee lah cuckoo cuckoo, … 
Oh lee lah kee kee lah 
Oh lee lah cuckoo cuckoo … 
Oh lee lah kee kee lah 
Oh lee lah cuckoo cuckoo, … 
Oh lee lah kee kee lah oh 
 
Things to come by: 
Cuckoo bird (cuckoo, cuckoo) 
St. Bernard (woof, woof) 
Grizzly Bear (grr, grr) 
Skier (swish, swish) 



Cow (moo, moo) 
Duck (quack, quack) 
Miss Piggy (Kermie!) 
Girl Scout (Cookies, Sir?) 
Avalanche (rumble, rumble) 
 
Each time you sing through this song, use a new “thing to come by.” In the 
chorus, add the new sound/action following the completion of all of the old ones. 
For example, on verse three, the chorus would be: Oh lee lah, oh lee lah kee kee 
lah, oh le lah cuckoo, cuckoo, woff, woof, grr, grr. 
 
 

Hi, My Name is JoeHi, My Name is JoeHi, My Name is JoeHi, My Name is Joe    

Hi, my name is Joe 
And I work in a button factory 
I got a wife and dog and a family 
One day, my boss said to me and said Hi Joe, are ya busy I said no 
So I pushed the button with my right hand 
 
Make a push gesture with the right hand. Repeat song adding new body parts to 
push with and keep doing all actions simultaneously: Left Hand, Right Foot, Left 
Foot, Head, end with “are ya busy I said YES!” 
 
 

Baby SharkBaby SharkBaby SharkBaby Shark    

Baby shark do do, do do do do 
Baby shark do do, do do do do 
Baby shark do do, do do do do 
Baby shark 
 
Repeat with using appropriate actions 
Mama Shark 
Papa Shark  
Grandpa Shark 
Shark attack 
Swim Away 
Safe at Last 
That’s the End 
 

    



Down By The BayDown By The BayDown By The BayDown By The Bay    

Down by the bay where the watermelons grow  
Back to my home I dare not go  
For if I do, my mother would say  
Did you ever see a moose kissing a goose?  
Down by the bay 
Did you ever see a whale with a polka-dotted tail?  
Did you ever see a bug sleeping on a rug?  
Did you ever see a fly wearing a tie?  
Did you ever see a bear combing his hair?  
Did you ever see llamas eating pajamas?  
Did you ever see a cat wearing lots of hats?  
Did you ever see a mosquito eating a Dorito? 
Did you ever see a bee with a band-aid on his knee? 
 
 

HIP HOP, (insert caHIP HOP, (insert caHIP HOP, (insert caHIP HOP, (insert camp name here) ROCKmp name here) ROCKmp name here) ROCKmp name here) ROCK    

Hip hop, (insert camp name) rock, let me see your left foot drop  
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake it up  
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake it up 
Hip hop, let them know, (camp) is the place to go  
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake it up  
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake it up  
 
Hip hop, let them see, (camp) is the place to be  
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake it up  
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake it up  
 
Hip hop, shake your bum, (camp) is the place for fun  
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake it up  
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake it up  
 
Hip hop, move your feet, dancing to the (camp) beat  
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake it up  
Boom, shake it up, Boom, Boom, shake it up 
 
 

    

    



Moose SongMoose SongMoose SongMoose Song    

There was a great big moose 
He liked to drink a lot of juice 
There was a great big moose 
He like to drink a lot of juice 
 
(Chorus) 
Singin’ way-o way-o 
Way-o way-o way-o way-o 
Way-o way-o 
Way-o way-o way-o way-o 
 
The moose’s name was Fred 
He liked to drink his juice in bed 
The moose’s name was Fred 
He liked to drink his juice in bed 
(Chorus) 
 
He drank his juice with care 
But he spilled it everywhere 
He drank his juice with care 
But he spilled it everywhere 
(Chorus) 
 
There was a great big moose 
On the loose 
Eating cous-cous 
Tying a noose 
Roasting a goose 
Watching Footloose 
Talking to Bruce 
Drinking juice 
 

    

    

    

    

    



Rock the BoatRock the BoatRock the BoatRock the Boat    

Their name is _________ 
ROCK THE BOAT 
They're feeling fine 
ROCK THE BOAT 
They'll be your friend 
ROCK THE BOAT 
They'll blow your mind  
ROCK THE BOAT 
Song it  
Bang bang choo choo train 
Wind me up and i will do my thang 
No reeses peices, no buttercups 
Let me try I'll pump you up 
I said I know karate, I know kung foo 
Be my friends, I'll show you too! 
Rock the boat 
Rock rock the boat the ooo 
Rock the boat rock rock the boat 
 
Repeat... 
 
 

Cross if you….Cross if you….Cross if you….Cross if you….    

Have everyone sit in a circle with you in the center. You can either sit in chairs, or 
have place markers (bookbags, etc) behind each person.  
 
Name off something you have, have done, or can do (ie “Cross if you have ever 
jumped out of a plane, if you own a dog, have blue eyes).  
 
Those people that can give a positive answer to the question will cross the circle 
and find an open seat of someone else that answered positively.  
 
Since you have one less chair then there are people in the group, and you found 
an opening quickly, there should be one person left in the center. This person 
then gets to pick the topic. 
 

    

    



I Have NeverI Have NeverI Have NeverI Have Never    

Description 
Everyone is sitting in a circle of chairs except for the person in the middle. The 
person in the middle calls out something they have never done. For Example "I 
have never been to New York." or "I have never been Sky Diving." The people 
who are sitting in the chairs who have DONE what this person has NEVER done 
must get up and switch seats. However, they cannot switch seats with the person 
sitting directly next to them. The object is for the person in the middle is to quickly 
take a seat from those that are switching seats before they become occupied 
again. This is a great way to learn about people. 

    

Do as I say...not as I doDo as I say...not as I doDo as I say...not as I doDo as I say...not as I do    

Description 
Played in a circle. 
 
First person SAYS one thing he/she likes ("I like to jump up and down"), but 
DOES another (flaps his/her arms). 
 
The second person DOES what was just SAID (jumps up and down), but SAYS 
something he/she likes ("I like to rock climb").  
This pattern continues around the circle.  
 
For an added bonus, make it a group goal to remember both the SAID action and 
the DONE action for every person. 

    

One FrogOne FrogOne FrogOne Frog    

Everyone gets in a circle and sits crossed legged. One person will start the beat, 
and everyone will contiue the beat by patting their hands on their laps. The beat 
will continue throughout the game. The chant for this game is ONE FROG, IN 
THE WATER, KERPLUNK. The first person will start by saying ONE FROG on 
the beat. The person to the left of them will say IN THE WATER, the person to 
the left of them will say KERPLUNK. After the fist three people say this it goes 
TWO FROGS< TWO FROGS..... the games continues like this. each part of the 
chant will be said the number of times as there are frogs. When a person messes 
up they are put in the middle to distract the other players. It is about 
concentration and being able to count fast. Each player can only say one part of 
the chant at a time. The beat should stay the same throughout. 



King Lizard King Lizard King Lizard King Lizard     

Everyone sits in the circle and picks an animal, a motion and a noise for that 
animal. 
One person "sends" the action to another person by making their own 
noise/motion, and then someone else's noise/motion. That person, in turn, makes 
their noise/motion, and then another person's. 
For example, in a game with a cat, a dog, and a monkey, the action might be as 
follows: 
Cat Dog 
Dog Cat 
Cat Monkey 
Monkey Dog 
Dog Cat 
and so forth... 
Cat, monkey, and dog are commonly used, but creativity is encouraged...the 
sillier, the better! 
If someone "messes up" (stumbles over their noise, does the wrong combination 
of noise and motion, or hesitates too long), they're out for that round. Last person 
still in is the winner. 
**Non-competitive version: no one gets out (no matter how much they mess up)--
the game continues until everyone gets bored. Animals will get crazier with time! 
 
 

RRRRhhhhythm Gameythm Gameythm Gameythm Game    

Everyone is in a circle. One camper closes their eyes or steps out of the room. 
You point to a camper that is not the Secret Leader. The Leader begins an action 
such as snapping fingers, patting the tummy, or slapping knees, and everyone in 
the circle imitates the Leader.  
 
The guesser returns and tries to figure out who the leader is with in three 
guesses. As the guesser looks around, the Leader should change the action 
without being detected. 
 

    

    

    

    



The Hand GameThe Hand GameThe Hand GameThe Hand Game    

Great game - a camp classic! Bear with the long description, it's worth it! 
 
Everyone must either lie on their stomachs with their hands in front of them or sit 
at table with their hands in front of them, in a circle. Either way, have your hands 
ready to slap a flat surface.  
 
Once everyone places their hands directly on the table or ground in front of them, 
move your right hand in between the person to your right's hands. This creates 
an alternating hand pattern 
 
To start, one person calls out the tapping direction, either Left or Right, and starts 
slaps their hand once on the ground/table. The hand closest to the first slap, in 
the named direction, slaps the hand, then the next closest, and so on. If hand A 
slaps, hand B can either single slap or double slap. A single slap keeps the slap 
going in the correct direction, a double slap sends the slap in the opposite 
direction. 
 
If someone slaps out of turn, they must remove that hand. All other hands stay 
where they are. When both hands are out, that person is out of the game. Try 
and go faster as the game progresses. The game is over when there are two 
people left. 
 
 

Zip Zip ZonkZip Zip ZonkZip Zip ZonkZip Zip Zonk    
Sit your group in a circle. The 1st person starts by saying the word "zip". One 
person says it after another around the circle... zip, zip ,zip, zip etc. 
Now tell the players that the aim is for no one to be able to see their teeth. They 
must cover them with their lips at all times. (pull them over your teeth as you 
would if you were rubbing in lipstick. Now go around the circle again saying zip. 
(It sounds more like zaip now!!) Ok then explain to the players that they can 
change the direction that zip is going by saying zonk which makes it bounce 
around again the other way. A person is caught out if any player sees another's 
teeth. The accuser must show this by shouting teeth teeth, bending their arm up 
so their hand touches their shoulder and slapping their elbow. AT ALL TIMES 
TEETH MUST BE COVERED. People who are caught out must sit out of the 
circle. 
When only 3 or 4 people are left have them stick out their tounges while keeping 
their teeth hidden. Keep playing the game. Eventually you should get a winner. 
 
 



Watermelon Bird 

by Eric Ode 

 
In mid-July, my friends and I 
were drinking lemonade 
and eating watermelon 
in the comfort of the shade.  
We spat the seeds among the weeds. 
We spat them east and west. 
I spat one in a pine tree, where 
it landed in a nest.  

And there it lay till late in May, 
when it sprouted as a vine, 
and soon there grew a melon 
in the branches of the pine. 
A mother bird without a word 
then settled in the tree 
and nested on that melon 
for a week or maybe three. 

A day ago, I stood below 
and heard an awful scratching: 
the picking and the pecking 
of that watermelon hatching. 
Then very soon that afternoon, 
a feathered head broke free, 
and now a giant baby bird 
is sitting in our tree. 

He's green and red from tail to head. 
His eyes are small and gray. 
He likely weighs a hundred pounds 
and will not go away. 
So be on guard in your backyard 
when in the shade you sit. 
Enjoy the watermelon, 
but be careful where you spit. 

 
 
 
 
 



Sick 
 

by Shel Silverstein 
 
 
"I cannot go to school today," 
Said little Peggy Ann McKay. 
"I have the measles and the mumps, 
A gash, a rash and purple bumps. 
My mouth is wet, my throat is dry, 
I'm going blind in my right eye. 
My tonsils are as big as rocks, 
I've counted sixteen chicken pox 
And there's one more--that's seventeen, 
And don't you think my face looks green? 
My leg is cut--my eyes are blue-- 
It might be instamatic flu. 
I cough and sneeze and gasp and choke, 
I'm sure that my left leg is broke-- 
My hip hurts when I move my chin, 
My belly button's caving in, 
My back is wrenched, my ankle's sprained, 
My 'pendix pains each time it rains. 
My nose is cold, my toes are numb. 
I have a sliver in my thumb. 
My neck is stiff, my voice is weak, 
I hardly whisper when I speak. 
My tongue is filling up my mouth, 
I think my hair is falling out. 
My elbow's bent, my spine ain't straight, 
My temperature is one-o-eight. 
My brain is shrunk, I cannot hear, 
There is a hole inside my ear. 
I have a hangnail, and my heart is--what? 
What's that? What's that you say? 
You say today is. . .Saturday? 
G'bye, I'm going out to play!" 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.poets.org/poet.php/prmPID/104


Choral Reading Method 
 
Sometimes called “unison reading,” choral reading offers many opportunities for 
repeated readings of a particular piece, and as a performance art it gives practice 
in ensemble, public speaking, stage presence, memory, and drama. Choral 
reading is particularly well suited to poetry and rhymes. For camp purposes, the 
goal is to have the piece memorized for the final concert, so start practicing 
without sheets by at least Wednesday. 
 
Four principles for selecting stories or poems to be read in chorus or together are 
sufficient: 
 
1. Make the selection relatively short. 
2. Keep it simple: Choose material that the child can read. 
3. Look for something with a catchy title that will put imaginations to work. Dr. 
Seuss and Shel Silverstein have written books that are fun and work well for 
choral readings. 
4. Select a poem or story that will come alive when read aloud - words with 
fascinating sounds, contrast of some sort that can be interpreted, mood that can 
be enhanced through oral interpretation, or dialogue that bears the stamp of 
personality. 
 
To prepare, each reader reads the whole selection that is going to be chorally 
read. One can read it aloud with the other person following along silently. Then 
the readers read the piece together. A few repetitions are necessary to fix the 
piece in the child’s mind. 
 
Next comes the fun! An almost infinite number of possibilities exist for choral 
reading. Try to select the most appropriate voice elements to reinforce the 
meaning of the selection. Contrast is the key. Use one or two simple 
classifications for the voices - high and low, for instance, as well as strong and 
soft. Here are just a few of the possible strategies. 
 
1. Alternate slow and fast lines, stanzas, or paragraphs. 
2. Alternate loud and soft lines. 
3. Alternate low and high voices. 
4. Emphasize key words and phrases by reading them in a louder or softer voice. 
5. Pause for a specified number of silent “beats” before you join in and continue 
reading. 
6. Clap or make a certain sound at the end of certain lines, stanzas, or 
paragraphs.  
7. Add a few actions – this helps with memory and is a lot of fun. 
8. Clear enunciation is very important – work on pronouncing all “d”s and “t”s 
clearly. 
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